Hands on science experiments and virtual reality experiences to help ignite
curiosity and inspire learning; Original developer of Complete Science Education
Contents

生动有效的科学实验套件；
盛誉全球的软件学习支持；
对家长，学校，科技俱乐部的完整支持；
科学科普教育还从来没有如此有趣有效！

MEL Science is a science education platform focussing on 2 things:
1.
2.

We make hands-on experiments more accessible through fun, snack-sized kits, that
are super engaging. They boost a child’s confidence and ignite their curiosity, and
We make interactive simulations to explore the micro level. Most of science is
about atoms, molecules and DNA that are too small to see, which is why many
people find learning science hard. So creating visual experiences of these
environments, helps children explore them and makes them real and more intuitive.

The combination of hands-on and a new class of interactive simulations makes science
more accessible, more engaging and improves learning outcomes.

Problem
Busy parents and teachers need more engaging, more efficient science education for their kids
Busy parents and teachers
Parents and teachers are busy, but they are expected to do everything and have less time for individual focus on
their kids.

More engaging
Kids enjoy hyper-engaging digital entertainment, like video games and social media. This makes it harder to
engage kids with traditional education resources.

More efficient
There is more to learn than ever before and exams drive an over reliance on remote learning of facts. The real
need is to build understanding of complex subjects from core principles.

Science education
Big need for more STEM skills in our society (NGSS, new China policy, etc). Companies like Tesla and SpaceX provide
STEM role models and global news about climate change and plastics increases public awareness of science.

Society needs better science education
A 2013 report1 from the US National Science
and Technology Council stated that “current
educational pathways are not leading to a
sufficiently large and well-trained STEM
workforce.” …..half of those who want to
pursue a STEM education in college are illprepared by their secondary schools,
according to a report2 by the educationaltesting organization ACT
The European Commission set a goal in 2011
of adding 1 million science researchers by
2020, and in 2012 then-President Barack
Obama set a target of 1 million new STEM
graduates by 2025. In response, many
secondary schools have been increasing their
maths and science requirements.
US National Science and Technology Council
Source: Nature, Oct 2018

Solution – how it works
Science subscription with a unique combination of hands-on experiments and interactive 3D/VR to learn science

1

•
•
•

Free social media resources
Monthly subscription service
Delivered monthly

2

• Hands-on science experiments
• Mobile app: personal virtual assistant for experimenting and
e-commerce information

3

•
•
•

3D/VR interactive science lessons
Quantum level simulation engine
Referral & evangelism to schools & friends

“The classic chemistry set
gets a 21st-century upgrade”

USP Technology & Subscription Model
1. A platform for 3D/VR/AR science lessons based on a quantum level simulation
engine
Interactive science lessons provide a fundamental understanding, with
visualisations replacing rote memorisation
The lessons are based on our proprietary quantum-level simulation engine,
Improves educational engagement and test scores proven by research

2. The subscription model with a virtual assistant app maximises data collection,
insights and iterative improvements
MEL Science are incentivized to constantly improve the product in a software
mindset, as opposed to traditional 1-off retail box science kits.
“A glimpse into the future of
chemistry education”

Adrian Dingle
Author of 6 books
about
science education

Market opportunity

Market size

Revenue potential

Market data
Global Mixed Reality Learning Market Surges to $9.9
Billion by 2023

3.9M
New children per
year in the US

1.3M
Parents interested in good
education (have degree)

US:
- 0.65M kids
- $250/y
- 3 years lifetime
$500M/y
World-wide:
(US x 3)

0.65M

STEM toys market size is $6bn and will grow by over
USD 914.37 million during 2019-2023

$1.5B/y

US: The market size for non-textbook Science
instructional materials, in grades 3-12, is $669M (2015)

Interested in good
education and high
income

MEL Science aims to be the #1 player in the multi billion-dollar market of next-generation science education for consumers and schools.

Management team

Developed by a team of scientists, including 8 PhDs and 4 Science Olympiad winners

Vassili Philippov
CEO
Sergey Safonov
COO
Henry Donnelly
CFO
Edd Stockwell
Head of Partnerships
Kai Liang
BD Director

Co-founder & COO of SPB Software, the leading mobile UI developer with offices in US, Taiwan,
Brazil, Thailand, and Russia. Acquired by Yandex for $38M in 2011.
Gold medal winner of Russian Physics & Programming Olympiads, PhD in Math
Founder of a leading Russian science recruitment agency SciJob.ru
Founder of the biggest Russian science student team competition
Winner of Chemistry Olympiad, PhD in Chemistry
Finance Director or Edrignton Group Asia (Macallan whisky brand)
10+ years of Finance Director position experience
Extensive international experience: USA, China, Hong Kong, Malta
Co-founder & COO of Tutorfair, UK online marketplace for tutors
Previous experience includes such EdTech companies as busuu and Mrs Wordsmith
8 years of EdTech experience on C-level positions
Co-founder Smart Stone, ex-Director of VR School, Growlib and Shadow Creator, VP of Dimenco
10 years of management consulting and 12 years of entrepreneurship
Expert and speaker on virtual reality for education, appearances including CCTV 13 and CCTV 4

Traction
B2C

B2B

100% subscription revenue, delivered to millions of families

MEL VR is the only science app pre-installed for
the top US & UK distributors, and welcomed by
major brands in China:

Sales in 40 countries, in 6 languages:
$12M
$11.5M
$10M
$8M
$6M

US
63%

RoW
37%

$7.8M

$4M
$2M

$2.5M
$0.3M
2016

2017

2018

2019

Learning outcome metrics – Breaking the Silos for Science Education Worldwide
• Educators, entrepreneurs, parents, kids, investors, developers, storytellers, innovators, scientists and people from all walks of life, must
collaborate and build educational institutions to meet the challenges of today and tomorrow.
• MEL Science focuses on the two pillars of engagement and efficiency.
• Engagements with our original hands on Science experiments;
• Efficiency though the latest technologies, through interactive VR and AR courseware
Impact is measured and assessed in 3 dimensions

Summary of Evidence

1.

Number of kids, in different age groups, for different subjects

•

2.

Number of interactions, and there are 4 main categories of interaction:

•

Educational Endowment Foundation : Two Science Program - Thinking,
Doing, Talking Science program, and Dialogic Teaching
Gatsby Foundation : Rapid Evidence Assessment (REA)

•

New Jersey Institute of Technology: VR Education Research

3.

I.
II.

Hands-on experiment experience
Digital learning experience of the simulation

III.
IV.

Digital learning experience of a video
Curriculum mapped, teacher-led, science lesson (online or in-person)

Educational value of each experience (averages taken from research)

Continued Tracking and the future of Digital Science Curriculum

Notable accomplishments
Successful viral science video strategy and process with
nearly 3m and growing fast, making science more
accessible and enabling mass market brand awareness

MEL Science products are endorsed in top worldwide science journals and press
2.5M
2.0M
1.5M
“The most exciting and
ambitious home-chemistry
educational projects”

“The classic chemistry set gets
a 21st-century upgrade”

“Distract kids from game consoles
and idle text chatter”

1.0M
0.5M

“MEL Science is to bring
virtual reality to education”

“Taking education to
the next level”

"Greatly improves the
understanding of chemistry"

"Playing to spectacle — as
evidenced by the repeated
oohs and ahhs”

“Brings the chemistry set
smack up to date... real
chemistry in action.”

2016

2017

2018

“A high-tech twist on
the old chemistry sets”

Example viral videos

2019

Innovator of the year for BETT 2020, and Best VR and AR solution for EdTech Digest 2020

For further discussions：
Kai Liang 梁凯
Business Development Director
Email：kai@melscience.com
Mobile/Whatsapp：+44-7767-711908；
Chinese Mobile: 18310592600； 18611963488
Wechat： KailiangVR
Linkedin： www.linkedin.com/in/kailiang/

